Caidan College of Heralds
c/o Tiffany Horton
(661)247-5581
dolphin@sca-caid.org
Minutes of the August 14, 2016 Meeting
Meeting commenced at 11:36 AM.
In attendance were: Paul Crescent, Estrith Dolphin, Jeanne Marie Blue Mountain, Ariana Trident, and Brianna
Courtesy.
Meeting schedule for 2016: Sept 11th, Oct 16th, Nov 13th, Dec 4th.
Approved submissions were forwarded to Laurel on the August 30th, 2016 Letter of Intent.
From Crescent:
•

Last year, the College of Scribes had Scribal Playday in Monrovia. Mistress Aliskye and I have
scheduled a Scribal and Heraldic Playday this year for August 28th in Lyondemere.

•

At the Final Court of Conrad and A'isha, Their Majesties admitted Estrith Dolphin to the Order of the
Crescent, presented by Paul Crescent at the College of Heralds meeting.

•

Please note that the minutes are considered our official "newsletter". I will be contacting the Kingdom
Seneschal to confirm this.

From Blue Mountain:
• Paul Crescent was admitted to the Order of the Crescent at Darach Pirate-versary yesterday.
August Submissions

Anerain ap Alwyn (Dreiburgen) – Kingdom Resub Device. Azure, a sheaf of five spears argent, in
chief three roundels one and two, a bordure embattled Or.
His previous submission, Azure, in pale three bezants in chevron and a sheaf of arrows argent within a
bordure embattled Or was returned by Crescent at the March 2011 CoH meeting for redraw. It was
noted "... there are too many embattlements on the bordure, the bezants are not clearly in chevron, and
the arrangement blurs the distinction between a primary charge and a secondary charge group and a
single primary charge group." The submitter approved the emblazon which was drawn at the CoH
meeting.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Apollonia of Delphi (Calafia) - New Name & New Device. Quarterly sable and azure, an estoile and
on a chief argent a roundel between and conjoined to an increscent and decrescent azure.
The submitter has indicated no preferences.
A 1514 index to Pliny, "Prima [-secunda] pars Plyniani indicis editi per Ioannem Camertem"

(https://books.google.com/books?id=kug7gAkIkPkC&q=apolloinia#v=onepage&q=apolloinia&f=false
), shows multiple instances of Apollonia.
Delphi (in Greece) was known by that name in period England as is shown in "Positions wherin those
primitive circvmstances be examined, which are necessarie for the training vp of children, either for
skill in their booke, or health in their bodie" by Richard Mulcaster (published 1581, as shown in the
snippet below.
Name and device returned for lack for paperwork and payment. Note: no issues found.
Ash Blackthorn (Calafia)- New Name & New Device. Azure, a gauntlet maintaining a pilgrim's staff
fesswise argent in chief three grenades Or flaming proper.
The submitter desires a masculine name.
Ash is found as an English masculine given name as well as a late period English surname in
FamilySearch Historical Records:
•

Ash Tatnell, married 1622, Middlesex, England, batch M01721-8,
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NJ8D-3N5

•

William Ash, chr. 1597, Lincoln, England, batch C16322-1,
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:JWSJ-14T

Blackthorn is found as an English surname in the same source:
•

John Blackthorn, married 1581, London, England, batch M04160-8,
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NKNG-XYS

Name returned for lack of paperwork and payment. Note no issues found.
Device returned for lack of paperwork and payment. Note cannot be forwarded until rechecked
due to ambiguity of blazon.
Claria Menendez de Oviedo (Dun Or) - New Blanket Permission to Conflict.
I <redacted>, known in the Society for Creative Anachronism, Incorporated, (SCA) a Claria Menendez
de Oviedo, waive the full protection of my registered name as follows:
For, "Claria Menendez de Oviedo", I grant permission to any future submitter to register a name that is
at least one syllable different from it.
I understand that this permission can be withdrawn by written notice to the Laurel Sovereign of Arms,
but that conflicting items registered while it is in force will remain registered.
Date: June 29, 2016
<redacted>
Approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Claria Menendez de Oviedo (Dun Or) - New Blanket Permission to Conflict.
I <redacted>, known in the SCA as Claria Menendez de Oviedo, waive the full protection of my

armory as follows:
For, "Or, three escallops gules and a bordure gules semy of saltorels Or",
I grant permission to any future submitter to register that is not identical to it.
I understand that this permission can be withdrawn by written notice to the Laurel Sovereign of Arms,
but that conflicting items registered while it is in force will remain registered.
Date: June 29, 2016
<redacted>
Approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Claria Menendez de Oviedo (Dun Or) - New Heraldic Will.
I <redacted>, known in the Society for Creative Anachronism, Incorporated (SCA) as Claria Menendez
de Oviedo, upon my death with to release all the names and/or armory registered to me in the SCA:
Claria Menendez de Oviedo
Or, three escallops gules and a bordure gules semy of saltorels Or
Date June 29, 2016
<redacted>
Approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Duncan Silvertoppe (Calafia) - New Name.
The submitter desires a masculine name.
Both name elements are found in FamilySearch Historical Records.
•

Duncan Galloway, married 1589, Aberdeen, Scotland, batch M11168-2,
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XTRJ-4HM

•

Duncan Mason, chr. 1639, London, England, batch C00145-2,
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NPMR-SZR

•

Allison Silvertoppe, married 1590, Durham, England, batch M00084-1,
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NVPW-L58

•

Agneta Silvertoppe, married 1592, Durham,England, batch M00062-1,
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NLZK-X5L

•

Margaret Silvertoppe, chr. 1615, Durham, England, batch P00058-1,
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N5CP-6V8

Name returned for lack of paperwork and payment. Note: no issues found.
Erlendr Larsson (Darach) – Kingdom Resub Device. Per pale azure and sable, a chief argent.
Submitter's previous device Sable, a chief indented azure fimbriated argent was returned by the Caid
College of Heralds at their October 2015 meeting for style issues, to wit: Fimbriation of peripheral

ordinaries is not permitted under SENA. This redesign addresses the reason for return.
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Fionnghuala de Buchanan (Dreiburgen) -Laurel Resub Badge. Argent, the letters US sable within a
wreath of holly vert fructed gules.
The previous submission, which had a wreath of holly and ivy, was returned on the LoAR of Jan 2016:
This badge is returned for lack of documentation of the armorial motif used. Although wreaths
of holly or wreaths of ivy have been shown to be registerable, no evidence was presented
justifying a composite wreath with two types of leaves.
The resemblance of this design to U.S. Civil War cap badges was brought up in commentary.
However, we generally do not protect military insignia.
The resubmission addresses this by making the wreath only of holly
There was some concern that the wreath appears to be a laurel wreath at any distance; however, the
majority believe that the holly leaves were distinguishable as such.
Badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Hashimoto Higenshi (Dreiburgen) - New Name & New Device. Vert, on a pale Or between two bees
palewise respectant Or marked sable a natural seahorse contourny vert.
The submitter is interested in a masculine name and will allow minor but not major changes. If the
name must be changed he cares most about the sound, Ha-she-mo-to he-gen-shi (hard g). The submitter
believes that the names means base of bridge and gold river warrior. The name Hashimoto does seem to
mean base of the bridge, the muscular young warrior is what we could construct. [Note from Blue
Mountain - the submitter is more interested in the sound than the meaning. He's been using this name
for many years.] We ask the College's help in improving the documentation for this name, particularly
the given name (second name element).
Both name elements were constructed from NCMJ (1999 ed.)
hashi - p. 142, under Works of Man - Bridge. It is a surname element and examples include Akahashi
dated to 1600 with the additional meaning red (fire)/young and Takahashi dated to 1569 with the
additional meaning tall.
moto - p. 95, under Spatial Relationships - Main/Original/Root/Base. It is a surname element and
examples include Kimoto dated 1292 with the additional meaning tree; Matsumoto dated 1468 with the
additional meaning pine tree, Miyamoto dated to 1568 with the additional meaning palace, and
Yamamoto dated to 1183 with the additional meaning mountain.
The submitter notes that Hashimoto is a name from his family. A Google search does show it as a
modern family name with the meaning he notes (base of bridge). It does not however appear in
Solveig's list of historical surnames.
HI - p. 307, under Miscellaneous - Grow Fat/Grow Muscle/Fertile; Chinese reading. The examples are
of a feminine name Hime dated 784 and a surname Dohi dated 1332 with the additional meaning
dirt/earth.

HI - p. 292, under Ethics - Measure up/Strive; Chinese reading. Masculine nanori examples include
Hisatsuna dated 1332 with the additional meaning net and Mitsihiho dated 1600 with the additional
meaning bright/shining.
GEN -p. 198, under Rank & Status - Boy/Young Soldier; Chinese reading. Masculine yobina example
in Genkutarou dated 1600 with the additional meaning of nineth son.
SHI - p. 256, under Warfare - Samurai/Warrior; Chinese reading. The examples are a Chinese style
name Shibutsi dated 1572 with the additional meaning of Buddah; and a surname Fujina dated 1332
with the additional meaning industry + famous.
Batonvert notes that the bees are in profile, which is not a posture we see for bees in period heraldry.
However, the June 1985 LoAR (Bryony of the Bees, A-West) in registering Per fess embattled argent
and vert, three bees passant gardant counterchanged notes
According to Julian Franklyn, "These busy insects [bees] are in the displayed attitude whenever
they appear, and the full term to describe them is volant en arrière: this may be shortened to
volant; that they are flying away from the spectator being understood." (Shield and Crest, p.
132) Most of the flying insects registered in the SCA are seen from behind; they have been
blazoned variously as volant, migrant, tergiant, and displayed (with variations). We found three
examples of bees shown in profile one "volant bendwise wings addorsed," one "statant
bendwise," and one "statant close." We have blazoned this device on the model of the last two
examples.
Therefore we believe that the bees are registerable in this posture.
Name and device approved and forward to Laurel.
Ismay of Giggleswick (Darach) - New Badge. Azure, two maidens statant respectant argent, in chief a
rose Or.
Badge returned for lack of paperwork and payment. Note: no issues found.
Jacob de Groot (Gyldenholt) – Kingdom Resub Device. Gules, on a fess between two mullets Or, a
quatrefoil gules seeded Or.
The previous submission, Gules, on a fess between two mullets Or, a quatrefoil gules pierced with a
mullet, was returned at Kingdom at the Caid meeting of March 2016, for the use of quaternary charges.
This redesign removes that problem.
This emblazon was approved by the submitter during the CoH meeting
Device approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Joshua of Calafia (Calafia) - New Name & New Device. Vert, a wolf head cabossed and a bordure
embattled argent.
Joshua is a male Hebrew given name that appears in Jewish Names in the World of Medieval Islam,
compiled by Yehoshua ben Haim haYerushalmi and Juliana de Luna.
http://heraldry.sca.org/names/Jewish/Cairo/cairo_men.html.
Calafia is a Barony in Caid, the O&A notes "This branch-name was registered at some point."

This device conflicts with Garin Stewart of Gleann Faoil (reg. Sept 1992 via the West), Per saltire vert
and azure, a wolf's head couped affronty within a bordure embattled argent.
Name returned for lack of paperwork and payment. Note no issues found.
Device returned for lack of paperwork and payment. Would have been returned for conflict.
Oddr Black Rune (Dreiburgen) - New Name.
The submitter desires a masculine name. No other preferences are indicated.
Oddr is found as a masculine given name in Geirr Bassi (p. 13).
Black Rune is grandfathered to the submitter as his father's registered name is Logan Black Rune (reg.
Jan. 2016). Grandfathered elements are considered language neutral so they can be combined with an
Old Norse given name.
The form contains an attestation of legal relationship and is signed by Logan with his legal name.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Rebecca Mary Robynson (Darach) - New Household Name & New Badge. Company of Saint Lukes
Standard. (Fieldless) In fess a standard Or reversed sustained by a winged bull segreant argent.
The submitter doesn't care about the gender of the name and will allow minor but not major changes to
the name. If the name must be changed she cares most about the language/culture, Saint Luke.
This follows the pattern of Saint + Other in Juliana de Luna's article, "Medieval Secular Order Names"
(http://heraldry.sca.org/names/order/new/). German examples that use the possessive form of the saint's
name are Ritterschaft sant Gergen Shiltz ("Knightly-society of saint George's Shield") and Geselschaft
auf St. Wilhelms Schilt ("Society on Saint William's Shield"), in Germany and Austria, respectively.
Standard is an English meaning word meaning "a military or naval ensign; a flag, [...] raised on a pole
to indicate the rallying point of an army [...]" dated in this spelling to 1588 in the Compact OED, p.
3316.
Name and badge approved and forwarded to Laurel.
Rosie Black Rune (Dreiburgen) - New Name.
The submitter desires a feminine name. If the name must be changed she cares most about the sound,
Black Rune. No other preferences are indicated.
Rosie is found as an English feminine given name in FamilySearch Historical Records:
•

Rosie Moyle, chr 1564, Cornwall, England, batch P00235-1,
https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:N597-RZY

•

Rosie Fick, married 1595, Cornwall, England, batch M00235-1,
https://familysearch.org/search/record/results?count=20&query=%2Bgivenname%3ARosie&m
arriage_year0=15 00

Black Rune is grandfathered to the submitter as her father's registered name is Logan Black Rune (reg.
Jan. 2016). The form contains a letter attesting to the legal relationship and is signed by Logan with his

legal name.
Black Rune was originally documented as a double English surname so the submitter doesn't need to
rely on the grandfather clause. The documentation from Caid's 10/31/2015 LoI:
Black and Rune are both found in late and grey period in England (Black also in Scotland) from
FamilySearch Historical Records:
•

Marriage Jhone Mccon Spouse's Name Agnes Black 21 Jan 1611 Inverse With
Musselburgh, Midlothian, Scotland M196821 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:XTNW-C2Q

•

Marriage Richard Ashpoole Spouse's Name Mercy Black 22 Feb 1589 Saint Giles
Cripplegate,London,London,England M022431 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NJ5Q-WZ3

•

Marriage John Black Spouse's Name Mary Ripton 25 Jun 1570 Saint Giles
Cripplegate,London,London,England M022431 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NJ54-D6T

•

Marriage Henry Hvmphrie Spouse's Name Cicylie Black 09 Oct 1579 Saint Giles
Cripplegate,London,London,England M022431 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NJ54-S5Y

•

Marriage Wilhelmo Thomson Spouse's Name Luce Rune 30 Jan 1603 Alne,York,
England M07378-3https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NVXF-QV3

•

Marriage John Rune Spouse's Name Johan Quoth 29 Sep 1572 East Newlyn,Cornwall,
England M02252-2 https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:NVRP-B3G6

Double bynames are allowed by SENA Appendix A in English.
Name approved and forward to Laurel.
Rúna Nikolaeva zhena (Dun Or) - New Name Change
The submitter is interested in a feminine name. She allows minor but not major changes. If the name
must be changed she cares most about the meaning, Runa, Nikolai's wife. Her previous name, Álfrún
Úlfreksdóttir, is to be retained as an alternate name.
Rúna is found in the Nordiskt runnamnslexikon by Lena Peterson on page 185. sn. Runa
(www.sprakochfolkminnen.se/download/18.6dffb94c149794d926e379/1415279748920/Runnamnslexi
kon_T+141106.pdf)
Nikolai is dated to 1291 in Wickenden 2nd edition (http://heraldry.sca.org/names/paul/n.html).
The name construction is based on the grammar section of Wickenden 2nd edition
(http://heraldry.sca.org/names/paul/zgrammar.html) which notes that "In most cases, women used the
same types of patronymics as men. However, their bynames had to agree with the gender of the subject,
which, in Russian, means that they had to add an "a" on the end..." As shown in the entry for Nikolai
the patronynmic form is Nikolaev which becomes Nikolaeva. Wickenden further notes that "In
addition to being named after one's father, upon being married, many women became known through
their husbands. The actual grammatical constructions were similar, except for the replacement of doch'
with zhena [wife]." So Nikolaeva zhena is a correct form of a byname indicating Nikolai's wife.

Per SENA Appendix C, Scandinavian/Old Norse and Russian may be combined within 300 years. We
were unable to determine the date for Rúna; however, it should be within 300 years of the 1291 date for
Nikolai.
Name approved and forwarded to Laurel.

